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SALES
ENABLEMENT
OVERVIEW
Sales enablement software offers a
storehouse for sales playbooks and
marketing collateral to supply sales
reps with content that is opportune,
useful, and productive during all stages
of the selling cycle. With this solution,
sales reps can find the right content,
deliver it to leads, and monitor lead
engagement with that content piece.
Top sales enablement tools enable you
to develop the content within the
system, and organizations can utilize
the content to onboard and train new
sales recruits. These applications thus
function as a marketing content hub
that can be readily used by sales reps.
Sales enablement software helps to
align sales missions and marketing
initiatives. It presents relevant content
to assist sales reps to be prepared
during presentations and calls. The
program should be leveraged in
combination with CRM tools. It is
included in the sales acceleration
ecosystem
along
with
other
applications
like
outbound
call
tracking, email tracking, and sales
performance management.
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Customer Success Report
Ranking Methodology

The FeaturedCustomers Customer Success ranking
is based on data from our customer reference
platform, market presence, web presence, & social
presence as well as additional data aggregated from
online sources and media properties. Our ranking
engine applies an algorithm to all data collected to
calculate the final Customer Success Report
rankings. The overall Customer Success ranking is a
weighted average based on 3 parts:
Content Score is affected by:
1. Total # of vendor generated customer
references (case studies, success stories,
testimonials, and customer videos)
2. Customer reference rating score

Customer Success Report
Award Levels

Market Leader
Vendor on FeaturedCustomers.com with
substantial customer base & market share.
Leaders have the highest ratio of customer
success content, content quality score, and social
media presence relative to company size.

3. Year-over-year change in amount of customer
references on FeaturedCustomers platform
4. Total # of profile views on FeaturedCustomers
platform
5. Total # of customer reference views on
FeaturedCustomers platform
Market Presence Score is affected by:
1. Social media followers including LinkedIn,
Twitter, & Facebook
2. Vendor momentum based on web traffic and
search trends

Top Performer
Vendor on FeaturedCustomers.com with significant
market presence and resources and enough
customer reference content to validate their vision.
Top Performer's products are highly rated by its
customers but have not achieved the customer
base and scale of a Market Leader.

3. Organic SEO key term rankings
4. Company presence including # of press
mentions
Rising Star
Company Score is affected by:
1. Total # of employees (based on social media
and public resources)
2. Year-over-year change in # of employees over
past 12 months
3. Glassdoor ranking
4. Venture capital raised

Vendor on FeaturedCustomers.com that does not
have the market presence of Market Leaders or
Top Performers, but understands where the market
is going and has disruptive technology. Rising
Stars have been around long enough to establish
momentum and a minimum amount of customer
reference content along with a growing social
presence.
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2019 Customer Success Awards
Check out this list of the highest rated Sales Enablement software based on the
FeaturedCustomers Customer Success Report.
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OVERALL BEST
OF SALES ENABLEMENT
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TRUSTED BY

ABOUT SEISMIC
Seismic is the recognized leader in sales and marketing enablement, equipping global
sales teams with the knowledge, messaging, and automatically personalized content
proven to be the most effective for any buyer interaction. Powerful content intelligence
and analytics enable marketers to prove and improve their impact on the bottom line,
revealing what is really driving revenue and what needs to be adjusted. The result for
global enterprises like IBM, American Express, PayPal, and Quest Diagnostics is better
win rates, larger deals, and higher customer retention. Seismic is headquartered in San
Diego with additional offices in North America, Europe, and Australia. Register today for
Shift, Seismic's annual conference at https://seismicshift.com/.

31
Customer references from
happy Seismic users
VIEW ALL REFERENCES

"[Seismic is] always on the cutting edge, they’re looking and being thought leaders in the space.
I find they always come to the client and offer new solutions and features because they love to
evolve their solutions around what the client really needs."
Susan Felke
Senior Manager, Content Management, Illumina

"Before Seismic, our content was basically everywhere. We had no insight into marketing
collateral and what the client teams were actually using or what the clients were finding useful.
Using Seismic, we now have those insights."
Zoe Manson-Smith
Head of Client Technology and Central Services, Investec Asset Management

"Our decision was as much about platform functionality and Seismic's aspirational roadmap as it
was the confidence we have from working with your team throughout the process. Seismic folks
are a perfect example of how people can fuel unique differentiation."
Ron Nagel
Sr. Director, Sales Enablement and Strategic CRM Initiatives, Global Sales Operations, Experian

"With Seismic, Sales always has access to the most up to date and current content - no matter where they are. Marketing
is able to update and make sure Sales and Consulting are brand compliant. Our pitchbooks and case studies are
automated through Seismic and the Sales team is able to see what SOW's and pitch pages are resonating with leads."
Celeste White
Product Marketing Manager, Inspirage
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2019 MARKET LEADERS
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ABOUT CLEARSLIDE
ClearSlide is the Sales Engagement Platform leader. They make it easy for
sales and marketing teams to find the best content, effectively communicate
it whether in-person, on the phone or through email, and get insights into
exactly how customers engage. At the end of the day, they help sales and
marketing teams make every interaction count and create truly amazing
customer experiences. ClearSlide customers achieve higher seller
productivity, increased sales management effectiveness, and stronger
content ROI. Founded in 2009 and headquartered in San Francisco,
ClearSlide serves over 2,000 companies with nearly 1 billion minutes of
engagement from customers like Autodesk, Comcast, Expedia, Medtronic,
Novartis, The Economist, Paychex, Thomson Reuters, Verizon, and more.

90
Customer references from
happy Clearslide users
VIEW ALL REFERENCES

“The most important aspect of ClearSlide for us, is the ability to get feedback on what’s most important for our
customers. It’s vital for our sales process to be able to approach the coverage topics that most interest our customers
and not waste time talking about services or plans they have no interest in, and ClearSlide allows us to do that.”
James Horton
Director of Marketing, Centurion Insurance Agency

"Just this month I contacted 20 of my old leads that went silent. I had a 50% view rate
on my content and I was able to convert 50% of those leads into active opportunities."
Regional Sales Manager
LexisNexis

“A proposal takes a rep, on average, 15 to 30 minutes to build. So when they’re able to go
straight to a template and make a few small edits based on a seat location or a customer name,
that can save them 90% of that time.”
Justin Petkus
Director of Sales, Sacramento Kings

“Whenever someone views a link, proposal, or report that I’ve sent through ClearSlide, it will
automatically generate a new lead or contact in Salesforce. I can see what content prospects are
engaging with the most—and what information they’re forwarding to their teammates.”
Amanda Burns
Business Development Manager, WGSN
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ABOUT GONG
Gong is the #1 conversation intelligence platform
for sales. It gives you unfiltered visibility into your
customer conversations. Gong captures and
analyzes every customer conversation across every
channel. You can win more deals, skyrocket rep
success, and change the way you go-to-market.

57
Customer references
from happy Gong users

VIEW ALL REFERENCES

“Our managers and reps rely on Gong.io to boost their close rates, self-coach, and hit
their quotas. It’s been an incredibly successful roll out for us.”
Paul Snelson
Vice President, Sales, TouchBistro

"Gong has helped us identify dozens of sales coaching and development opportunities to help us
deliver better experiences for our buyers. It is now at the top of our sales stack."
Chris Hardeman
VP of Sales, Act-On

“Thanks to Gong, I have been able to consistently shorten sales cycles. Since my prospects can
now review our solution's functionality using Gong's simple user interface on their own time, I
can focus on other critical parts of the sales process.”
Michael Quinlan
Account Executive, Sisense

"Gong has sped up our new rep ramp-up time by 15% and we expect this number to go
up as we deepen our use of Gong."
Brittany Caulfield
Vice President of Sales, Cloudinary
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ABOUT HIGHSPOT
Highspot is the industry’s most advanced sales enablement platform. Using
Highspot, sales teams are connected to the most relevant content for each
situation, have flexible ways to present content to customers, and gain
real-time visibility into whether customers find the content engaging.
Advanced analytics lets marketing and sales understand how content is
performing across the sales cycle and provides actionable insights so pitches
and content can be optimized. By closing the loop across marketing, sales,
and customers, Highspot uniquely delivers visibility and insights that help
companies engage more effectively with customers, driving increased
revenue and customer satisfaction.
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Customer references from
happy Highspot users
VIEW ALL REFERENCES

"Before Highspot, our sellers had to download content individually, and there was no way to customize
approved materials and engagement on emails. Now reps can easily personalize materials and track their
pitches for insight into how buyers are reacting to collateral they are sending."
Erin Bowling
Sales Analytics Manager, Lamar

“Highspot was a perfect fit for us. Rather than going to 15 different places to find the content
needed in closing a deal, sales now has quick access to meaningful content via their desktop and
mobile devices without needing to VPN to repositories behind our firewall.”
Greg Munster
Sr. Director, Global Sales Productivity, Red Hat

“Highspot brought an easy-to-use, in-the-moment functionality that we didn’t have before and it came in a
much nicer-looking format. It’s simple and streamlined, with robust search that drives the right behavior. In
addition, the reporting helps us see the usage data we care so much about.”
Carrie Berg
Senior Director, Commercial Operations, iRhythm Technologies

"Honestly, I feel like Highspot is the best sales enablement solution out there. It enables the sales
team to find the content that they’re looking for and pitch it out directly in a matter of 30
seconds. It really creates an effective process from end-to-end."
Karishma Patel
Global Sales & Marketing Operations & Enablement, Twitter
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ABOUT OUTREACH
Outreach is the industry’s most effective sales
communication platform that empowers sales
development reps, account executives, and success
managers with the workflows to be more effective
and efficient. The platform manages all customer
interactions across email, voice and social, and
leverages machine learning to guide reps to take
the right actions.

63
Customer references from
happy Outreach users
VIEW ALL REFERENCES

"We’re using templates and Sequences to do training for our reps, and pairing those people who
are doing really well--who's hitting their numbers every month and every quarter--and then
replicating what they're doing for others to learn from."
Kristen Podger
Sales Operations Leader, Pendo

"Outreach enables my team to focus 100% on selling instead of data entry, while also providing
better data to manage our business. It’s the single most impactful technology to boost sales
productivity that we use."
Tony Jackson
Regional Sales Director, Snowflake

"We decided to move Fastbreak out of Marketo and into Outreach because it gave us the ability to
personalize emails, give SDRs visibility, weave in call tasks, social touches and integrate with Salesforce which was integral. Outreach integrates nicely with all the systems we know, love and already use."
Jessica Cross
Customer Lifecycle Marketing, AdRoll

"Outreach allowed our Customer Success team to save a tremendous amount of time and
increase the quality of our communication as well — and we wouldn’t have had a way to do it
without the automated process we created through the platform."
Ed Sellito
Director Customer Success Operations, Newsela
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ABOUT SALESLOFT
SalesLoft is the #1 sales engagement platform,
helping sales organizations deliver a better sales
experience for their customers. More than 2,000
customers use the company’s category-leading
sales engagement platform to engage in more
relevant, authentic and sincere ways, including
Facebook, MuleSoft, Square, WeWork and Zoom.
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Customer references from
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VIEW ALL REFERENCES

“Having a record of all our meetings and interactions, and being able to quickly pinpoint and learn from what’s working
best across our teams – has been a game changer for our organization. We’re able to onboard and coach our reps easier,
and we’re seeing the results as those reps become more effective sellers.”
Donna Sanborn
Sales Operations Manager, Dude Solutions

"One of the big things about SalesLoft was the ability for managers to monitor account
prospecting activities and be able to provide guidance, notes and advice."
Scott Schachter
Advocate Marketing Specialist, Influitive

“SalesLoft’s automation features helped our teams prioritize work and execute efficiently. It has
been easier for reps to target and personalize communications. We constantly A/B test new
messaging and cadences. Our focus is on doing more of what works, and less of what doesn’t.”
Scott Gelber
Demand Generation & Marketing Operations Manager, Honest Buildings

“SalesLoft is absolutely a critical component of our sales motion on the sales development and the new
accounts side. That has such a far-reaching impact on not only our sales teams but on our customers – the
ability for us to give a good white-glove level of service to our customers and prospects.”
Garret Moniz
Director of Sales Development and New Accounts, Smartsheet
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ABOUT SHOWPAD
At Showpad, we believe that the best buyer experience wins. And this is why we built the
most flexible and complete sales enablement platform that marketing and sales rely on
to prepare sellers, engage buyers, and optimize performance with insights. With a single
user experience, our solution makes it easy to discover and share the right content,
deliver training and coaching, and maximize seller productivity. Showpad drives rapid
deployment and adoption with best-in-class technology and practices based on the
success of 1,200+ customers in over 50 countries. Johnson & Johnson, GE Healthcare,
Bridgestone, Honeywell, and Merck, among others, rely on Showpad's sales enablement
platform in every step of the buyer journey. Founded in 2011, today Showpad is the team
of 450+ people working from the company's headquarters in Ghent and Chicago and
regional offices in Brussels, London, Munich, Portland, San Francisco, and Wroclaw.
Showpad has experienced explosive growth in recent years and has now raised a total of
$185 million in funding.

118
Customer references from
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“If you want your sales team to have the most impactful presentation and the ability to be
interactive with their customers, you need a tool that allows those things to happen and
Showpad does that.”
Matt Garbarino
Director of Marketing Communications, Cincinnati Incorporated

"Showpad has given us an easy-to-use, but powerful centralized content platform for all of our
marketing and sales material. Showpad has increased our efficiency, and allows our sales reps to
access the right materials, wherever and whenever they need it."
Struan Keir
Customer Solutions Consultant, Apotex

"Showpad has already proved how easy it is to share and access marketing material in
real-time. But it’s the people who are the real partners to our success.”
Luciana Valdiviezo
Marketing Specialist, Thales Avionics

"With Showpad, we connect global brand consistency and sales enablement to give the
world’s foremost brands greater marketing and sales alignment."
Jake Athey
Marketing Manager, Widen
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2019 TOP PERFORMERS
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ABOUT ACCENT TECHNOLOGIES
Accent Technologies is the global leader in sales enablement
technology. The SaaS company is focused on helping organizations
streamline sales execution and increase productivity. Accent’s sales
enablement software combines traditional sales enablement of
delivering the right content at the right time, with sales performance
management capabilities that guide sales teams with opportunity
prioritization, next step guidance, coaching and micro-training, and
content recommendations. Accent products are used by companies
in more than 100 countries around the globe.

23
Customer references from happy
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“We use Accent as our sales enablement platform. It is extensive in nature, from news delivery, collateral management,
forum and community needs and ability to manage use and effectiveness of collateral. Its primary use case is the
collateral management aspect, but we continue to work to broaden use and adoption based on seller challenges. The…
Mark Gardner
Worldwide Sales Enablement Manager, Analog Devices

“[Accent Technologies] provides a central repository - Global Favorites, presentation books, &
virtual powerpoints. Update one, update many. I would recommend Accent as it saves our
marketing group a great deal of time.”
Melissa Crow
Marketing Professional, Waddell & Reed Financial

“Our Hyperion platform for sales has greatly helped our sales force in finding the necessary documents needed to do
their job. It has also improved communication between our BU’s and the sales teams. I would recommend Accent to
others because they know what they’re doing and they do it well. They are extremely organized and make sure we have…
Heidi Michaud
Sales Representative, Analog Devices

“Our organization uses the Accent platform as a library to house all client facing material. We
have enjoyed the team that we have gotten to work with and roll this product out with.”
Ann Sullivan
Marketing Professional, California Travel & Tourism Commission
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ABOUT BIGTINCAN
Bigtincan transforms the way that field sales and service organizations
access, interact with, present and collaborate on content, as well as how they
engage with customers when using their mobile devices. Customer-facing
teams empowered by Bigtincan better engage with their customers, selling
more, faster, and drive higher customer satisfaction. Its market-leading
mobile content enablement platform, Bigtincan Hub, puts content in context,
delivering the right content to the right users based on role, time, location,
association and/or event - with all the automation and productivity tools
needed to engage with content in one integrated, intuitive platform.

32
Customer references from
happy Bigtincan users
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“Bigtincan Hub was by far the best fit for our needs. Not only does it allow our sales team to
manage content in one easy-to-access location, it is also extremely easy and intuitive to use,
accessible across platforms and languages, and customizable to our specific business needs.”
Kimo Worthington
VP of North American Sales & Service, North Sails

“Bigtincan not only provided a simpler and more efficient way for the sales force to obtain the materials they required, it
also made it possible to house their own information and share information. The system cuts down the downtime in the
home office and enables our sales force to spend more time in front of their customers and peers.”
Jasmine Zheng
Global SFE Platform Manager, Thermo Fisher Scientific

“With Bigtincan hub, we’ve found an easy, highly effective way to arm our field representatives with a single point of
access to all of the tools they need to close deals. As a result, our sales process is much more fluid, our field reps are
much more productive and we have much better visibility into how our marketing assets are being used. Bigtincan hub…
Ywain Cheney
Art Director, Paige Denim

“With Bigtincan Hub, our field teams can easily and quickly find the materials they need, even when onsite
with customers and from any device. We have visibility into who is accessing what content and which
pieces are the most popular, allowing our marketing team to focus on what works.”
Phil Montgomery
Chief Marketing Officer, Pulse Secure
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ABOUT BLOOMFIRE
Bloomfire exists to organize knowledge and expertise,
and makes it accessible and shareable with the people
that need it most. Bloomfire's easy-to-use, elegant
social knowledge network software is used by
thousands of employees at leading companies for social
learning, customer service, and sales and marketing
alignment. With Bloomfire, collaboration is easier, work
gets done more efficiently, and employees and
customers are more satisfied.

104
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"I think the Bloomfire platform is incredibly powerful, I love organizing related content in a linear
progression. I like that I can publish across communities very simply. We think the ability for everyone who
uses Bloomfire to organize content in a way that’s meaningful to them is outstanding."
Clint Ivy
Senior Director, Tealium

“Bloomfire allows for relevant information to pop because those keywords [within documents]
are always being indexed. Other platforms don’t have that depth of indexing or depth of
information retrieval that Bloomfire allows for.”
Alicia Brewer
Digital Experience Product Manager, Insperity

"Bloomfire allows us to respond to questions that require input from a group of people, and to
store that information in a place where it can easily be located and accessed again. It identifies
experts with an intelligent search engine that connects knowledge and people."
Dan Zadik
Solution Architect, Dun & Bradstreet

"Bloomfire had all the features we wanted, including multimedia posts and search capabilities.
We use Bloomfire for all information that remains relatively unchanged over time. It is primarily
updated by one team for access by remote employees."
Elayna Hebert
CISabroad
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ABOUT BRAINSHARK
Brainshark sales readiness software equips businesses with the
training, coaching and content authoring capabilities to achieve
sales mastery and outsell the competition. With Brainshark,
companies can prepare sales teams with on-demand training that
accelerates onboarding and keeps reps up-to-speed and validate
readiness with sales coaching that ensures reps master your
message and empower sales organizations with rich, dynamic
content that can be created quickly and accessed anywhere.
Thousands of companies, including more than half of the Fortune
100, rely on Brainshark to identify and close performance gaps and
get better results from their sales enablement initiatives.
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"Brainshark is a critical part of our integrated strategy to enable partners to be more successful.
We’re using the platform to help partners get the knowledge they need quickly, efficiently, and
on-demand in a manner that is respectful of their workflow."
Chris Braden
VP, Global Channels & Alliances, eSentire

"We needed to reinforce adoption of Salesforce as the primary global CRM tool. The Brainshark
Sales Accelerator will help increase sales productivity and effectiveness as we meet that goal."
Jay Barrows
Chief Sales Officer, GE Digital

"Brainshark, as a solution, gives us the ability to communicate our subject matter
expertise across the product portfolio and help with our organizational change."
Don Cooper
Vice President Global Sales Enablement and Programs, PTC

"Brainshark is great for content management, training and onboarding, but more than
that, it's technology that helps support your overall sales enablement strategy."
Christi Wall
Sales Enablement Manager, Ping Identity
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ABOUT CONNECTLEADER
ConnectLeader provides a multi-channel Sales Engagement Platform
that integrates with leading CRMs to deliver tools for all types of
sales roles. The ConnectLeader platform gives sales, lead generation,
and marketing teams powerful tools to identify their best B2B
prospects, obtain accurate contact data, sequence communication
across multiple channels, and enable accelerated communication.
Their patented cloud-based technology is built on the Adaptilytics®
predictive intelligence engine, which identifies and prioritizes
prospect lists ensuring a sales team’s best leads are contacted first.
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"Having tools that multiply the amount of quality connections and intro sales conversations by 3,
4, 5 times leads to more meetings set, more demos done, more opportunities created, and
closed revenue."
Tim Marinello
Vice President & GM of Sales, Hexagon

“Remote Coach has been very effective for us in coaching our sales team. Our head of sales will
often record calls he’s listening in on and use those recordings to have a coaching session with
the sales team at the end of a call blitz or a call cycle.”
James Tenner
President & Chief Executive Officer, Broadleaf Services

“Prior to ConnectLeader, my team was making dials all day long and possibly having one or two
conversations, maybe booking one meeting. Now we use ConnectLeader to make 200 dials and
have 15 conversations in less than two hours. We’re booking 1 to 2 meetings every session.”
Liz McKenna
Manager of Inside Sales, Datagravity

“We've gone from an average of around 120 total people I’m reaching out to at any given time to 200, so
even more than a 50% increase. We've gone from struggling to get to 8 or 10 net-new a day to well over 15
now and it's directly attributed to ConnectLeader. It was our main change this year.”
Dan Wardle
Head of Emerging Business and Business Development, Vidyard
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ABOUT GURU
Guru (getguru.com) is a real-time knowledge management solution
for sales and sales enablement teams that knows when, how, and
where to deliver knowledge to you without you having to look for it.
With Guru, you don’t just manage your knowledge; you create a
network out of your entire company's collective intelligence for your
sales team to leverage. Guru does this by unifying your joint
knowledge and leveraging AI to suggest relevant information to
your reps – all in real-time and in every application they work in. The
more you use Guru, the smarter it gets.

134
Customer references
from happy Guru users
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"I love the chrome extension because it's so handy to not have to navigate to a different window
when I'm in a live chat with someone. Being able to search by tag, category, or collection allows
me to find information easier and saves me time from having to ask somebody for help."
Rachael Cardenas
Customer Support Rep, Intercom

“Sending out inaccurate information could quite literally lose us a customer, or harm an
important relationship. It’s really important for reps to know what content is verified and
up-to-date. This is easy to do in Guru.”
David Aronica
Director of Business Development, Splash

"To be able to type in only one word or even a phrase that's even related to what the card is
titled and have the right content appear is great. It cut down on so much time we spent just
searching for information. Guru is a huge efficiency gain for us."
Eric Elicker
Head of Delivery Success, Zoomer

"Guru constantly learns from the searches and recommends cards based on the browser content.
In an era where companies are trying to find how to use AI/ML to provide value to their
customers, Guru has already shown its thought leadership by utilizing AI/ML techniques."
Thameem Ulla
Solutions Architect, Dell Boomi
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ABOUT MEDIAFLY
Mediafly’s Evolved Selling™ solution goes beyond sales enablement by incorporating
methodologies and technologies that enhance how brands engage with prospective
buyers. It all starts with rethinking the way you interact with customers and empowering
your sales team to leave the status quo behind. The four elements of Evolved Selling are
dynamic, interactive, informed and integration. Dynamic sellers can access and assemble
content on the fly and pivot at the moment to meet the needs of the buyers. Interactive
presentations allow sellers to capture input from the buyer that guides a tailored
discussion. When sellers are informed with data from various sources, they can
differentiate themselves in the field and teach buyers something new. Integrating a sales
enablement tool provides a feedback loop that captures and analyzes each interaction
to inform future strategy.
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“We’ve developed a reputation for proving – time after time – that we have profound economic advantages. This has
shortened our sales cycles, as large customers now give us the benefit of the doubt. I once walked a client through the
TCO tool. After 30 minutes, he said that he had all the information he needed and signed a PO the next day.”
Mark Arman
Vice President of Business Development, ShoreTel

“The value selling tool helps our sales cycle move quickly. Field reps can instantly create business cases collaboratively
with customers, answer questions, and then move on to the next step. The tool helps us engage with customers more
collaboratively and also makes us look more consultative than our competition.”
Paul Turner
Vice President of Product Marketing, Adaptive Insights

“We chose a partner who had a deep level of expertise in helping companies deploy easy-to-use,
collaborative, value storytelling and benefit ROI calculators. Within six weeks, we launched our
tool to a pilot team and began seeing results.”
Doug May
Director, Splunk

“With Mediafly, we are able to produce a more credible, comprehensive business case for each
unique prospect opportunity, allowing us to present compelling value stories and gain quicker
consensus from buying committees.”
Nick Bishara
Director of Sales Operations, Objective Corporation
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ABOUT SALESHOOD
SalesHood is the prescriptive, just in time, sales learning
platform to elevate sales results. They use mobile, video,
crowdsourcing and content creation to increase team
productivity and revenue. SalesHood is a rapidly growing
SaaS startup that’s taking the $31 billion Sales Productivity
market with a unique and truly disruptive solution. Founded
by seasoned executives from Salesforce.com and Adobe, the
SalesHood platform tightly aligns sales and marketing and
helps sales teams ramp faster, achieve greater velocity and
quickly reach high levels of consistency.
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"Our ARR increased by 70% with 2/3 of our sales team hitting quota. Transparency &
accountability are the cornerstones of our sales success."
Mark Siciliano
Vice President Sales Productivity & Effectiveness, DemandBase

"When I need industry insights, historical learnings or best practices, the SalesHood Ecosystem
is my go-to resource. I know I can always rely on this vast network of industry experts and
content to prepare and enable our employees for success."
Quyen Chang
Head of Global Sales Enablement, Airbnb

"We’ve reduced ramp by 1/3 in under 6 months. We had record breaking revenue quarters at
RingCentral with the highest number of deals closed and highest attainment, right away."
Sheevaun Thatcher
Head of Global Sales Enablement, RingCentral

"We've increased revenue by 41% in one year - the revenue transformation we have
achieved using SalesHood [is amazing]."
Juli Walwyn
Revenue Enablement, Mindbody
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ABOUT DECISIONLINK
DecisionLink created ValueCloud®, the world's
most agile platform for value selling automation.
DecisionLink is a Marketing, Sales and Customer
Success Platform which allows you to find the best
targets, make sure every deal has a business case
showing your financial impact, and measure the
financial value of your customer success to foster
the best customer relationships possible.
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“We invested in the best of the best…Salesforce, The Challenger Sale methodology, messaging
from Corporate Visions and more. DecisionLink tied it all together and made it work. Nothing we
invested in is more valuable than DecisionLink.”
Cliff Elam
Senior Director of Value Selling, ACI Worldwide

“In Q4, our first full quarter of usage, we saw deals with a DecisionLink Value
Proposition closed at a 25% higher rate than those without.”
Kristina Scontras
Director of Sales Operations, Amadeus

“DecisionLink helps us position our value vs other alternatives, validate our advantages
to the customer and justify our premium price.”
Manager America’s Rental Power Equipment
Caterpillar

“World-class organizations have ‘value quantification teams’ for $1M+++ opportunities. DecisionLink Value Selling
Automation delivers the scalability and usability so we can achieve value quantification for any size deal and early in the
sales cycle so we can establish competitive differentiation and preference. The DecisionLink guys say ‘every deal has a…
Mike Maxey
Senior Director of Worldwide Sales, VMWare
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ABOUT DIGIDECK
The Digideck is a revenue-generating sales enablement
technology that combines automation, content creation
and content sharing, to deliver a best-in-class sales
presentation experience. The Digideck was introduced
in 2011 by Sportsdigita and its founder Angelina Lawton.
After revolutionizing sales enablement in the sports
industry, the Digideck is now used by some of the
world’s leading brands in the enterprise business world.
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"The Digideck product delivers a dynamic platform to engage prospects and current partners
and provides a solution to making sure our sales and activation teams are even more efficient in
driving revenue for each of our properties."
Jim Denn
Vice President/General Manager, Fox Sports

"The Digideck has allowed us to create customized, professional and impactful presentations,
and in quicker turn-around times, than ever before. The platform allows us to present the
Anaheim Ducks brand and our capabilities in the best way possible."
Graham Siderius
Director of Corporate Partnerships, Anaheim Ducks

"The Digideck is a powerful and effective way for us to deliver value to current partners and
create proposals to prospecting clients. The sales platform is entirely interactive and allows us to
engage with our partners through visual presentations that they connect with."
Amy Sprangers
Vice President of Corporate Partnerships and Suite Sales, Seattle Seahawks

"The Digideck adds credibility and stability to our organization. When we use it during pitches it
makes us stand out and allows us to make an emotional connection with our partners. The value
is unbelievable."
Matthew Bennett
Director of Corporate Partnerships, Ottawa Sports & Entertainment Group
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ABOUT MEMBRAIN
Membrain is the award-winning Sales Enablement CRM for
teams working with complex B2B sales. Membrain makes it
easy for sales teams to execute their sales strategy to achieve
consistent sales performance. The software provides sales
professionals with continuous guidance through the entire
sales process, while enabling sales leaders to coach their
team to a higher level of performance. Continually optimize
your sales execution and elevate your salespeople to become
a competitive advantage.
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"Membrain, out of the box, is the most complete sales enablement platform on the market. It has
all of the right dashboards, analysis, behavior tracking, and process integration. And salespeople
actually live in Membrain."
Brian Kavicki
Lushin, Inc.

"My national team now sells consultatively as a result of the SalesStar interventions. We have
had an overall 32% improvement in closing ratios as well as a 27% growth in top line sales with a
better margin. The positive results are instantly measurable."
Matt Cutler
Managing Director, Active Safety NZ Ltd

"Using Membrain’s Playbook capabilities has kept not only my team, but me, consistently moving
prospects through the sales process to a more predictable outcome. Our win rates have doubled
with the help of Membrain."
Nate Lelle
Executive Vice President, Meyer-Najem Construction

"Membrain makes it easy to successfully execute your sales process and build a
platform for predictable and sustainable growth."
Bob Apollo
Chief Executive Officer, Inflexion Point
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ABOUT MINDTICKLE
MindTickle is the world’s leading sales enablement and readiness platform
that gives you the power to ramp up new reps faster, coach them effectively,
keep them up-to-date and create a culture of sales excellence. MindTickle
offers the industry's most comprehensive readiness solution for closing the
knowledge and skill gaps found in customer-facing teams. Sales teams across
a wide range of industries use MindTickle's award-winning platform to train,
coach, and align their sales teams to make reps and their managers more
effective. Combining on-demand online training, bite-sized mobile updates,
gamification, coaching and role-play with a data-driven approach, MindTickle
accelerates time-to-productivity, ensures consistent execution, and helps
boost sales performance.
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“We used MindTickle to provide us with the visibility on the learning curve of each member in
the sales team. Another thing that really helped us was the creation of a knowledge bank – a
repository of product information, sales processes and other sales collaterals.”
Anshul Gupta
Head of Trade Marketing, Dabur

"We needed a platform that would be able to scale to the organization rapidly, and that’s what
MindTickle provided: the ability to set up different types of content for different learners and get
them trained and ready – fast."
Beth Allen
Director of Sales Learning and Enablement, Viewpoint

"MindTickle helped us automate our content - a timeconsuming process for us. Now we
can automatically push content to employees from their first day on the job."
Lisa Buonocore
Digital Learning Solutions Manager, Unum

"MindTickle is a great onboarding tool because we can send new reps the course, see how
they're doing with the content, and have them complete some tests – all remotely from the
field."
Tomer Goldenberg
Director of Marketing and Strategy, Elmo Motion Control
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ABOUT MODUS
Modus empowers sales success helping their
customers create and distribute completing
content for the most critical moments of their sales
process. They are Digital Artists, Manufacturing
Enthusiasts, Technical Gurus, and Friends
committed to driving the innovations that will
shape the future of marketing, sales, and customer
engagement with digital solutions.
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“Our North American sales teams are extremely grateful that we made the investment to build
CraneHub with Modus. Our salespeople and managers have labeled it a “game changer” and
believe it has elevated our professionalism even more in front of the customer.”
Jim Skowron
Vice President of Sales, Konecranes

"Using Hubspot, paired with integrations like the Modus platform, we can deliver additional
value at many levels of the organization, [such as] integrating marketing and sales with the
strategic goals of the business.”
Elyse Flynn Meyer
Founder, Prism Global Marketing Solutions

“The Modus platform allows us to collaborate more effectively with our sales team, providing
them with an all-in-one tool to capture leads, keep our customer base informed with up to date
info on our technology and develop key opinion leaders.”
Eric Wells
Marketing Communications Specialist, HeartWare

“Modus provides a great sales tool, and that alone is something I appreciate because we want to make sure our
salespeople have what they need when they need it. But I think Modus provides a powerful marketing tool as well. My
team and I rely on the analytics to make better decisions on our marketing content budget.”
Karine Watne
Sr. Manager, Marketing Communications & Projects, Toro
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ABOUT SHOWCASE WORKSHOP

Showcase Workshop allows you to show, share &
sell like never before on iOS, Android, and
Windows! Give your teams instant access to the
content they need. Showcase Workshop turns your
device into a powerful sales, presentation and
training toolkit! Engage your audience at the most
important stage in the sales funnel - the face to
face meeting.
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"[Showcase] is easy to use and still the easiest and best way to carry around loads of technical information that may be
required for meetings with customers. To be able to show pictures and movies certainly still provides the customer with
great visual options…
Cliff Davis
Formwork Manager, Acrow

"With the Showcase platform, we can manage the content in-house, and publish updates to the
field instantaneously. When you work for a large company, eliminating levels of administration
and red-tape is invaluable."
Steven M.
Marketing Analyst, BP

"I’m pleased with how Showcase has helped me and my team to keep stores looking as they
should, to make the most out of labour saving, and to make it easier for customers to shop."
Bevan Smith
Visual Merchandising Manager, The Warehouse

"Showcase is helping to create an improved customer experience throughout our network. It is helping us create a more
‘tech savvy’ brand image across the country and is an important part of our connected dealership model. Showcase helps
our salespeople connect better with their leads, which drives total sales."
Troy Peek
Marketing & Events Coordinator, Mitsubishi Motors
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